setting & clearing energy
AS PART OF SACRED RITUAL

WHY THIS PRACTICE IS
ESSENTIAL
Whether you are conducting spiritual work or just living your
regular life in this energetic world, routinely clearing energy
should be a part of your regular (if not daily) practice. These
methods specifically have held tried & true in the Western
Hermetic Qabalah tradition for thousands of years.

Each individual may have variations as for what best suits their
practice, so experiment to discover what makes you & your
space feel the most clear, calm, + centered.

GUIDELINES
Please inquire with Claire if you have any questions or
feedback about these techniques.

SETTING SACRED SPACE
Open your magic circle, however that means for you. Typically, this
includes drawing a boundary with your mind's eye around the space
you intend to keep "safe" & "sacred." Declaring aloud that this is an
energetically safe space is effective enough.
Call in energies you'd like to work with (ex: Ancestors, Spirits of
Compassion, Your 'Higher Self')

ELEMENTAL CLEANSING
Starting in the NorthWest corner, safely ignite your plant ally bundle of
choice with enough fire so that it smokes (examples on page 2). You
can also use liquid cleansing sprays, if the water element is preferred.
Moving clock-wise through the room with your cleansing tool of choice,
imagining golden light emits from your hands as you "paint" the walls,
floors & ceilings. Pay special attention to sensitive areas, such as
windows, mirrors, beds & seating areas.
Throughout this process, recite the "Prayer of Protection," (Page 3) to
clear unwanted energies. And/or chant a song/prayer of your choice
that helps you feel safe, protected, empowered & at peace.
Other tools, such as sounds (ie. chimes, bells, singing bowls),
visualizations, & altars may also be helpful
Do this as often as desired or needed.
When you are complete with your cleansing, pay thanks to any spirits or
guides you invited into the space & close the circle.
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CLEANSING TOOLS
Plants are Gaia-given allies that aid us in countless ways. While every plant
offers unique support, some are particularly effective in protecting &
clearing our auric fields & physical spaces.

White Sage, Palo Santo, & Sweetgrass are commonly known smoke

Indigenous communities who have been
working with these plants for generations are asking publics to choose
more sustainable sources due to high demand & over-harvesting. Here
cleansing tools. However,

are some alternative options, although please always choose tools that are
most local, sustainable, & personal for you + your ancestral lineage.

ROSEMARY
Harvest local bundles of rosemary & weave them together with
natural string that can burn safely (ex: Hemp string). Rosemary is
highly protective & may naturally channel the energies of Mother
Mary + Mary Magdalene.

CEDAR
The ("Grandmother") Cedar tree has been traditionally known as an
entrance to the higher realms where Gods reside. Burning cedar bundles
purifies spaces & energy fields, while promoting a sense of renewal.

LAVENDER
Naturally promoting peace, tranquility & happiness, burning lavender
calls in more light-hearted & tranquil energies. When sourced ethically +
sustainably, Lavender is a great alternative to Palo Santo.

FRANKINCENSE
The Ancient Egyptians burned frankincense in ritual to channel their
ancestors & guides. In excess, it may promote psychoactive qualities.
Frankincense is a powerful tool for protection, clearing & elevating
vibrations. Use sparingly & source responsibly– it can be powerful!

MYRRH
According to legend, myrrh was one of the gifts given to baby
Yeshua/Jesus from the wise men (with Frankincense & Gold). Myrrh
helps to maintain a state of enlightenment, while also clearing away
illusions that stand in the way of recongizing truth.
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CLEANSING UNWANTED
ENERGY
We are often exposed to all types of energies that can "cling" to us.
Additionally, during various healing processes, there may be a degree
of "shedding", as people release energies that no longer serve them.
If we do not clear ourselves regularly or as-needed, undesirable
energies (even spirits) may attempt to attach to the space, to other

When elemental cleansing, recite this Latin
Prayer to clear away any leftover energetic residue.
people or yourself.

PRAYER OF PROTECTION
In nomini Padre,
et Fili,
et Spiritus Sancte
Repeat as needed or

Abbe Male Spiritus
Abbe Male Spiritus
Abbe Male Spiritus
In nomini Padre,
et Fili,
et Spiritus Sancte
In Nomini Jesu Christi

desired.
Best done while elemental
cleansing.
Visualizing with your
imagination of "clearing"
the space helps.
Call upon any guides,
angels, or ancestors for
support.

Amen

INTENTION IS KEY
Say this prayer with absolute intention and force, demanding
that all unwanted energy be cleared & that you, the
property, + all loving beings within are protected.
Essentially, this prayer utilizes pure love of the light to dispel
any "bad spirits" from a space.
This prayer is in Latin. Pronounce it phonetically: the "e’s" are
pronounced as an "ay" & as in "et".
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CRYSTAL GRIDS
It helps to have your space strongly gridded– meaning it is
bordered with "energetic walls" that protect the area from
unwanted frequencies, while fostering the desirable energy
within. Grids are often anchored with strategically-placed
crystals or plants.

IMPORTANT: Gridding + sealing is 100x more potent when the
"energetic walls" are built with specific chi techniques. These
strategies are too complex to describe digitally, so for more
information on this critical aspect, please see Page 5.

ALIGNMENT
Tucked in the farthest corners of each room, rest small
groups of crystals, each positioned at an angle specific
to their purpose. A

black crystal– usually black

tourmaline or obsidian– soaks up & transmutes
unwanted frequencies. One to two

clear quartz are

programmed to send this captured energy out of the
property, as directed by the outward angle of their
points.

Amethyst, blue calcite, or any other type of

crystal may optionally assist by including their own
unique energy blueprints, such as by cultivating a
space's peaceful, joyful, or healing qualities.

MAINTAINING
You can activate your grid by singing or chanting a
chosen song while you place the crystals. Repeat this
affirmation as needed thereafter to fortify the walls,
especially while cleansing.
When adding or moving crystals in the grid, place them
gently & intentionally. Ask them to help hold the grid,
request that they contribute to your desired results,
repeat your chosen activating sounds, send gratitude +
reiki, & pay thanks.
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ENERGETIC WALLS
A critical part of effectively gridding & sealing a space
involves strategic energy work to effectively build "energetic
walls" to last. The aforementioned techniques are powerful,
but you can take the practices to the next level by learning
from these recommended teachers in-person.

Please message (Crystal) Claire if you have any questions or
inquiries.

SPIRIT IN TRANSITION
Guide & Master Ritualist of the Modern Mystery School,
Matthew Koren of Spirit in Transition, is a reputable &
skilled teacher of advanced Gridding & Sealing
techniques.

Click here to visit their website.

MODERN MYSTERY SCHOOL
These teachers & teachings come from The Modern

Click here to visit their website & find
practitioners in your area.
Mystery School.

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT
I (Crystal Claire) am always evolving my practice, & can
offer deeper support as-needed. I personally know well
the complexities & layers of energetic hygiene, & why it
may be necessary (even in intense conditions). I am
always happy to share more resources &
recommendations, should it be desired.

Simply reach

out anytime!
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THANK YOU!
It is my absolute pleasure to share these
introductory tools to energy hygiene. This truly
only scratches the surface, so I highly
recommend exploring what resonates for you &

let me know if you'd like to take the practice
further!

STAY CONNECTED
It is an honor to connect with you, & I would love to stay
in touch! Please feel welcome to link with me on any of
the following platforms, &

share how this toolkit has

served you!

@CrystalClaire.xo

@TempleOfTheWhiteRose

HERE FOR YOU
Practicing energy hygiene isn't always easy, & I know
from personal experience that sometimes we need

I warmly invite you to work with me more
deeply with me through:
some help.

Vibrational Therapy (Reiki, Sound Bathing)
Intuitive Guidance for Personal Clarity
Womb Clearing & DNA Activations
Herbal & Nutrition Support
Community Ceremonies

TempleOfTheWhiteRose.com
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